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Welome on Pic-a-Pix Color, a picross puzzle game available on PS4 and Vita. In these puzzles, you need to apply logic to the grid in order to paint the picture. Fortunately, there is a nice help section on the main menu, which will detail how to complete one of these puzzles. I also created a video to make some pointers. Step 0: Follow the
solutions for each puzzle available in this thread. If you follow these solutions, it may take you a few hours to complete platinum. Note: If you are using the fix button, make sure you don't press that will undo the medal you need for each puzzle. Use back from the repair screen. Step 1: Complete the puzzles! To complete these puzzles
without using the guide, follow your own step. The only thing you need to know if you're not using the Fix option. Avoid using as it is undone by the puzzles of the medal. You can use to test mark square. Če ne želite neželene e-e-e-e-e-e-e-e- jev, to vam bo omogočilo, da preizkusite, kako bo izdelava kvadratne ene barve vplivala na
preostanek logike. You'll still have to mark it with to complete the puzzle. Avoid activating the Fix feature again. Step 2: Cleaning. If you didn't get trophies to beat a specific size puzzle without using the X-code, or at a certain time, or missed the medal, get back and clean those up. [PST I would like to thank Slammi for this plan] Game:
Pic-a-Pix Color 2Periferals: -Time up to 100%: 4 hoursDificulnost: 1/10Towel cups: –Author: Pete, SeanDobodoli in the cup guide for Pic-a-Pix Color 2 . This can also apply to retraining and can be used for PlayStation 4, Xbox One and Steam. The achievements for Steam and Xbox are in almost all cases identical to the PlayStation 4
Trophies. The plan is available in the lower stages. Follow us on twitter for the latest news and information. Game: Content Type: Gaming Reviews Date: November 7, 2018 Pic-a-Pix Color is color by number, nonogram and picross logic puzzle game available to download from PlayStation Store to PS4 and Vita. Lightwood Games are
specialists for puzzle games that include word search, picross and more besides. Can Pic-a-Pix Color deliver fun color by numbers, nonogram and picross logic puzzle game? Easy to follow ten pages guide teaches the player in the basics and complexities of Picross logic puzzles and how to follow clues located directly above and left of
the net. Pic-a-Pix Color has five small 5×5 puzzles, 45 slightly larger 10×10 puzzles, 60 medium-sized 15×15 puzzles, 35 large 20×15 puzzles and five huge 20×20 puzzles total to 150 puzzles. Pic-a-Pix Color supports cross-purchase between PS4 and Vita, although unfortunately it does not support cross-storage, so you won't be able to
continue with previous progress on Vita when playing PS4 and vice versa. Cross-buy represents an excellent amount of value, as it means that you will buy PS4 and Vita versions with one purchase. The controls are appropriately mapped to both the Vita and DualShock 4 controllers and the Vita version with a touchscreen control scheme
for swipping across the puzzle area to quickly fill multiple squares or tap the square to fill each square as an alternative to pressing the X, while tapping the appropriate color on the upper left side of the touchscreen as an alternative to pressing R1 or L1. There are other methods for successfully filling squares on the Vita and DualShock 4
controller by pressing the X to fill the square with color; Press O to fill the square with X to represent the square of the remaining white color; Hold X or O while moving the left analog bar or pressing up, down, left, or right on the d-pad for fast filling of squares with color or X; press L1 or R1 to switch between colors; and press triangle to
check your progress, followed by pressure X to correct incorrectly filled squares. The dualshock 4 controller light bar remains bright pink throughout all menus and gameplay, while there is no implementation to the touch, despite Vita's alternative touchscreen control scheme, in addition to vibrations that could vibrate to announce an
incorrectly filled square. Graphically, Pic-a-Pix Color uses a different style compared to Fill-a-Pix: Phil's Epic Adventure as the core of the graphics includes retro pixel art style, when the squares are filled with color to create picture objects, in addition to the background, which contains different tones and sizes of squares. Pic-a-Pix Color's
presentation is solid with a large touch screen based user interface across various menus on Vita, such as main menu, tutorial screens, puzzle category menus and various gameplay menus with support for navigation via left analog bars, arrow pad and face buttons on Vita and DualShock 4, although it does not include support for
navigation via the right analog on either , back touch on viti or touch on dualShock 4. The backgrounds of the menu are reserved to a minimum with squares of different tones and sizes. Audio certainly has a charming retro theme, because the sound effects resemble retro puzzle games when filling squares, in addition to retro arcade style
music. There is no DualShock 4 version speaker that could produce a sound effect when filling a square, completing a puzzle or a retro temed soundtrack. The cup list has 25 trophies with 5 bronze cups, 13 silver cups, 6 Gold Cups and 1 platinum trophy, and vita and PS4 versions have their own individual cup list, which results in a
player earning the same trophies for two separate games between the two platforms. Lighter cups include tiny Bronze Cup for solving 5×5 jigsaw puzzle; Casual Puzzle Bronze Cup to Solve 10×10 Jigsaw Puzzle; And Casual Smarty Gold Pants gold trophies to solve the 10×10 puzzle without using X. Harder trophies include the Perfect
Completionist gold trophy to solve each puzzle and complete perfectionist gold trophies to earn a medal for each puzzle. It is estimated that it depends on the skill and a good trophy guide to provide some useful advice that would take around 10 to 15 hours to platinum the list of trophies. There is no difficulty level, although the difficulty of
the curve naoko depends on how famous the player is with the theme of color by numbers nonogram shape picros puzzles and logical puzzles, while ten step tutorial will go some way to creating newcomers to paint with numbers nonogram pikros puzzles and logic puzzles have a better understanding of gameplay and rules. However, the
fix button certainly offers an opportunity for the player to have a trouble curve of their choice as long as they learn the rules of play or the puzzle pattern well enough not to rely on it when attempting a gold medal for each puzzle. Pic-a-Pix Color's replayability is from 150 picross puzzles that include various clips, replaying picross puzzles to
improve your personal best time and trying to earn a gold medal from completing each puzzle without using the fix button. However, unlike Word Search by POWGI; Pic-a-Pix Color does not represent local multiplayer on PS4, despite the Nintendo Switch version titled Pic-a-Pix Deluxe with local cooperative multiplayer for 2 to 4 players.
Analysis Title: Pic-a-Pix Color Developer: Lightwood Games Publisher: Lightwood Games System: PS4/PS Vita Format: PSN Download Cross-Buy: Yes (PS4 and PS Vita) Cross-Play: No Players: 1 (PS4 and PS Vita) Hard Disk Space Required: 95.5MB/Vita Memory Card Space Required: 96MB 96MB
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